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Presentation Notes
Stephen: Helen I’m adding this here for reference, to be removed when we finish the presentation- SMC: selection: the tools and processes which enable the selection of films by BFI Curators using the Collections Information Database API- HE: rights analysis: the innovative risk assessment model aimed at achieving scaleable rights clearance workflow, and associated research practices (eg death date research, access to wills) - HE: digitisation:  the Technical Standards & Deliverables, a best practice model for mass digitisation emerging from collaboration between BFI, partner archives and the framework of digitisation partners in the commercial sector - SMC: metadata: the project workflows including creation of records in advance to inform robust filenaming practices; a template for external metadata supply; API tools for checking internal selections against metadata requirements- SMC: access: BFI Player file and metadata delivery workflows including file delivery, backend database using CID API, automation of link between file and record- Both: lessons learned and next steps



Aggregated unlocking of UK film heritage by mass 
digitisation, metadata and access workflows 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will walk through the major components of the BFI’s Unlocking Film Heritage digitisation and access programme.It focusses on the How, but let’s quickly define the Why and the What.
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Why? 

BFI Film Forever  
Strategic Priority 3 
 
‘Much of our film heritage is 
inaccessible.  As the cinema 
industry completes the transition 
to digital, a significant part of this 
heritage will become stranded in 
the analogue domain. 
 
Our goal is to digitise and make 
accessible to the public all of our 
screen heritage. 
 
We will invest in digitisation 
capability - both equipment and 
skills - and build a digital 
preservation infrastructure.’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why?From the BFI’s Film Forever forward plan - Strategic Priority 3:‘Although many British works are available on DVD or to download, most of our screen heritage is not… And as the cinema industry completes the transition to digital, a significant part of this heritage will become ever more inaccessible, stranded in the analogue domain.Our ultimate goal is therefore to digitise and make accessible to the public all of our screen heritage.’
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What? 

Unlocking Film Heritage 
 
• National Lottery funded 
 
• 5 year project, to 2017 

 
• 5,000 films from BFI collection 

 
• 5,000 films from partners 

 
• Preservation storage 

 
• Access online and in cinemas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What? Unlocking Film Heritage is:National Lottery fundedA 5 year project, ending in 20175,000 films from BFI collection5,000 films from partner collections (regions, nations, rightsholders)Preservation files are kept in best practice digital storageAccess will be achieved via an online platform (BFI Player) and DCP distribution to cinemas



How? 

Unlocking Film Heritage 
 
• Selection 
 
• Rights analysis / clearance 

 
• Digitisation 

 
• Metadata 

 
• Access 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How? The remainder of the presentation offers a fast walk through the components which will deliver 10,000 digitised films by 2017.



Selection 

Gaumont Graphic 406 1915 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selection is undertaken by three groups:BFI Curators from the National ArchivePartner film archives from the UK regions and nations - 10 partner archives in totalCommercial rightsholders - such as Studio Canal, Park Circus



Selection 

• Curatorial advisory panel (BFI and partner archives) 
• Published to bidders 
• Used in funding applications 
• Carried through to BFI Player 

Themes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selection is theme based.Themes are defined by a Curatorial Advisory PanelFinalised themes are published to biddersBidders use those themes in their application for digitisation funding



Selection 

• Curatorial advisory panel (BFI and partner archives) 
• Published to bidders 
• Used in funding applications 
• Carried through to BFI Player 

Themes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Selection is theme based.Themes are finalised by Curatorial Advisory PanelFinalised themes are published to biddersBidders use those themes in their application for digitisation fundingSome examples of themes: 1915 on Film, Cycling on Film, Edwardian Britain on Film, 1914 on Film, China on Film. The largest theme will be Britain on Film, with a map interface allowing users to navigate by geographic location, decade, subject, etc



Selection 

Britain on Film - prototype map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a prototype map, designed to let BFI Curators select films to cover as much of the UK as possible.



Selection 

• Curatorial Advisory Panel (BFI and partner archives) 
• Published to bidders 
• Used in funding applications 
• Carried through to BFI Player 

Themes 
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Once the themes are finalised, selection begins on the individual films…



Selection 

• Curatorial Advisory Panel (BFI and partner archives) 
• Published to bidders 
• Used in funding applications 
• Carried through to BFI Player 

Themes 

• Selected by individual archives based on fitness for 
theme and available materials 

• Submitted to review panel 
• Passed into digitisation workflows, including… 

Films 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the themes are finalised, selection begins on the individual films…1. Film works are selected by individual archives based on fitness for theme and available materials for digitisation2. Selected titles are submitted to review panel to ensure suitability for theme and other factors (eg are they already available digitally?)3. Approved titles are passed into digitisation workflows including Rights analysis and clearance…



Rights analysis  

Complex path to rights 
clearance 

Backdrop of copyright 
reform in the UK 

LABYRINTH (1986) Directed by Jim Henson ©Labyrinth Enterprises The WINSLOW BOY (1948) Directed by Anthony Asquith. © 
STUDIOCANAL 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rights clearance activity for the BFI’s 5,000 films under ‘Unlocking Film Heritage’ provides an ideal opportunity to examine how embedding a consistent approach of copyright and rights management into procedural workflows is fundamental to ensuring successful delivery of a mass digitisation project. While film copyrights are notoriously complex you cannot avoid seeking permissions from individual rights holders so you must seek pragmatic strategies that reduce the volume of such transactional burdens.Additional complexity due to on-going copyright reform in the UK - recent implementation of Archiving exception: make copies of all types of creative works – now including film works - in our collections, for preservation; and implementation of the EU Directive for certain permitted uses on Orphan Works and the corresponding UK licensing scheme.  What would these changes mean in practise and how does an organisation respond and adapt?2014 was focused on planning and modifying workflows in order to deliver at full capacity and meet the goal of digitising 10,000 films by 2017.  While also trying to ensure that what we put in place will be robust enough to support the BFI’s activities in the much longer term as we shift ever more into the purely digital domain. In what ways does copyright inform the selection process and workflows? Our first step is the ‘Copyright Status Check’ where we determine whether films are: 1. Out of copyright;2. Copyright/rights owned by the BFI; 3. in copyright with a known rights holder;4. in copyright but with an unknown rights holder (potential Orphan Work). In selecting films made over a 120 year period there is need to be familiar with all the copyright acts in place in the UK during this period including the current legislation. We realised that carrying out these status checks after a title had been approved for digitisation created a ‘lock’ with approved films being rejected due to rights constraints or left in limbo because of the lengthy process of establishing rights status and ownership,  forcing a re-selection and delaying or interrupting the technical digitisation process. As the curatorial selection process meant more ‘candidate’ titles being put forward than would be approved for digitisation (at a ratio of approx. 4:1) we took the view that it would be better if the rights status check was carried out on this widest selection of ‘pre-approved’ titles so that the copyright status formed part of the final approval decision, plus we could steer approval towards the out of copyright and BFI owned works.  While this meant a substantial increase in titles being checked, the findings would be recorded, enriching our rights data for the National Catalogue project. The benefits from implementing this change were that:- Any approved titles identified as out of copyright or BFI owned could be given the green light, opening all our potential rights ‘locks’ so that certain titles could sail through to the next stages of the workflow.In getting to see the titles earlier and advise on the copyrights status, we had a greater pool of candidate titles with a known copyright status from which replacement titles could be selected if for other reasons (quality of materials) approved titles were rejected or de-selected. We could identify groups of films owned by the same rights holder earlier and better plan our approach.The total number of titles needing detailed rights research reduced and more time was made available to identify and plan for more complex works, e.g. adverts.It became clear that with better understanding of the copyright steps required and embedding rights management as part of a holistic view of the workflow, copyright is not (necessarily) a lock – it can, and should be, part of the solution to unlock the films.



TOP LEVEL 

OVERVIEW 
TOTAL* 

COPYRIGHT 

CHECK 
NOT IN © 

BFI © 

OWNED 
ORPHAN 

3rd PARTY 

OWNED 
APPROVED 

FILMS 6107 4723 2479 408 269 735 3891 

• Digitisation 
• Publication on BFI Player (other 

BFI VOD platforms, e.g. BFI You 
Tube channel) 

• Educational Rights (e.g. BFI 
Mediatheques) 

• Footage Sales (Britain on Film 
titles) 

The 
Rights 

& 3rd Party Rights…  
& 3rd Party Rights…  

*Total (Selections & Submissions) as of March 2015 
 

2,887 titles = © unlocked 

‘Diligent Search’/EU Scheme Contract Negotiation / 
Permissions Letter 

• Promotional Use – Extracts 
(3 minutes max.) 

• UK and Ireland Only – for up 
to 10 years 

• Rights are Non-Exclusive 



TOP LEVEL 

OVERVIEW 
TOTAL* 

COPYRIGHT 

CHECK 
NOT IN © 

BFI © 

OWNED 
ORPHAN 

3rd PARTY 

OWNED 
APPROVED 

FILMS 6107 4723 2479 408 269 735 3891 

& 3rd Party Rights…  
& 3rd Party Rights…  

*Total (Selections & Submissions) as of March 2015 
 

2,887 titles = © unlocked 

‘Diligent Search’/EU Scheme Contract Negotiation / 
Permissions Letter 

Copyright / Rights Status 



Digitisation (Helen) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The digitisation - How.  Technical standards and deliverables – collaborative; best practice model for mass digitisation emerging from collaboration between BFI, partner archives and the framework of digitisation partners in the commercial sector



Metadata 

 Mordiford Village School Centenary. ATV Today, 2.5.1973 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata: this is what it feels like managing the metadata creation for a 10,000 film digitisation project – like carrying a dragon with sharp teeth, in a parade.



Metadata 

• Create records in advance for all file outcomes 
• Use the record identifier in the filenaming 
• Automate connection between files and metadata 

Filenames 

CID records 

• N-123456 
• N-234567 
• N-345678 

File naming 

• N-123456_01of01.mov 
• N-234567_01of01.mov 
• N-345678_01of01.mov 

Relationships 

• Files joined to records 
 automatically 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some basic principles to make the metadata workflow scaleable and sustainable: designed to eliminate as much manual human process as possible.Filenaming:1. Create database records in advance for all file outcomes2. Use the record’s unique identifier in the filenaming3. Automate the connection between files and metadata, streamlining the supply chain to the BFI Player



Metadata 

• Supply a template to creators of descriptive metadata 
• Validate data with controlled lists and lookups 
• Streamline import to create records in database 

Templates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Template:Supply a template to creators of descriptive metadata. Use something they understand without extra training: eg Excel.2. Validate data with controlled lists and lookups: this means the import to your database will not break, and will not create anomalous data – eg three versions of the United Kingdom / Great Britain.3. Automate import to database to create records: if you get this right, you can create 5 records or 5,000 records with similar labour overhead



Metadata 

• Supply a template to creators of descriptive metadata 
• Validate data with controlled lists and lookups 
• Streamline import to create records in database 

Templates 
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Presentation Notes
Template:Supply a template to creators of descriptive metadata. Use something they understand without extra training: eg Excel.2. Validate data with controlled lists and lookups: this means the import to your database will not break, and will not create anomalous data – eg three versions of the United Kingdom / Great Britain.3. Automate import to database to create records: if you get this right, you can create 5 records or 5,000 records with similar labour overhead



Metadata 

• Create tool to check database for required fields 
• Supply results to creators of metadata 
• Repeat until data meets minimum requirements 

Standards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards:Create tool to check database for required fields: our system is supplied by Adlib and this tool is built using the Adlib API, it interrogates the database and formats the results based on logic and rules.2. Supply results to creators of metadata: the Adlib API tool works in a web browser, so I can send the URL to colleagues for the messy records.3. Repeat until data meets minimum requirements: this will make its way onto the BFI Player screen, so the potential embarrassment levels from poor data are high. Repeat until it looks like this…



Metadata 

• Create tool to check database for required fields 
• Supply results to creators of metadata 
• Repeat until data meets minimum requirements 

Standards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards:Create tool to check database for required fields: our system is supplied by Adlib and this tool is built using the Adlib API, it interrogates the database and formats the results based on logic and rules.2. Supply results to creators of metadata: the Adlib API tool works in a web browser, so I can send the URL to colleagues for the messy records.3. Repeat until data meets minimum requirements: this will make its way onto the BFI Player screen, so the potential embarrassment levels from poor data are high. Repeat until it looks like this…



Access 
How Things Do Develop 1914 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the Film Forever pledge: to digitise and make accessible. There are two main access models: online, and in-venue.



Access 

• Mix of free and pay-to-view films 
• Geoblocked to UK 
• Selection themes offered as ‘Collections’ 
• Curatorial interpretation adds value 

BFI Player 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BFI Player is the main online access platform for Unlocking Film Heritage, although the BFI YouTube channel is another popular delivery mode.Player offers the Unlicking Film Heritage output as:Mix of free and pay-to-view filmsGeoblocked to UKSelection themes offered as ‘Collections’Curatorial interpretation adds value…
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BFI Player is the main online access platform for Unlocking Film Heritage, although the BFI YouTube channel is another popular delivery mode.Player offers the Unlicking Film Heritage output as:Mix of free and pay-to-view filmsGeoblocked to UKSelection themes offered as ‘Collections’Curatorial interpretation adds value…



Access 

• DCPs created from some feature film selections 
• Special event screenings in unusual locations 
• Film clubs and local cinema networks 

Cinema 

Jodrell Bank Observatory The British Museum 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as BFI Player, the Unlocking Film Heritage digitisation facilitates in-venue screenings across the UK:1. DCPs created from rightsholder selections, distributed to UK cinemas by the rightsholders2. Special screenings in ‘event’ locations, aligned with BFI blockbuster programming events like Science Fiction3. Film clubs, film audience network, and other local film initiatives



Lessons learned 

Special Parade of St Matthews Pupils and Special March Past of St Joseph's Scholars 1900 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Publication – Where and When – BFI Player and theatrical distribution.  File and metadata delivery workflows including file delivery to Content Delivery Network, backend database using CID API, automation of link between file and record



Lessons learned 

• Selecting to themes makes it difficult to scale 
• Variety in formats, contexts, rights: adds complexity 
• Limits ability to create factory-like process 
• Next time: collections-based digitisation, not theme? 

Themes 

• Moving image filesize and bitrate cause problems 
• Network bandwidth is a critical factor 
• Next time: include network bottlenecks in planning. 

Fat pipes… 

File 
movement 

Helen? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Themes are hard:Selecting to themes makes it difficult to scale the operational workflowsVariety in formats, collections contexts, rights conditions: adds complexity and timeLimits the ability to create factory-like process, as they are based on predictable conditionsNext time: digitise based on collections, thus enabling a factory-like process, scaleable, cost-effective. The curatorial selection for public access would take place at the end of the digitisation workflow, not the beginning.File movement is hardMoving image files with high bitrates, even the proxies, when moved at scale, hit infrastructure bottlenecksNetwork bandwidth is a critical factor in efficient workflow – eg quality control of delivered filesNext time: include network bottlenecks in planning. Fat pipes…3. 



 
Contact us: 
 
stephen.mcconnachie@bfi.org.uk, Head of Data, BFI 
 
helen.edmunds@bfi.org.uk, Collections Manager, BFI 
 
For information on rights: 
annabelle.shaw@bfi.org.uk 
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